The politics of the high courts are elegant, shadowy, and subtle. Not so in the outlying duchies. Rival dukes contend for unclaimed lands far from the king’s reach, and possession is the law in these lands. Use your forces to adapt to your opponent’s strategies, capturing enemy troops, before you lose your opportunity to seize these lands for your own.

In The Duke, players move their troops (tiles) around the board and flip them over after each move. Each tile’s side shows a different movement profile. If you end your movement in a square occupied by an opponent’s tile, you capture that tile. Capture your opponent’s Duke to win!

**Contents**

The Duke contains everything you need to play, for 2 players.

**Gameboard**
- The gameboard is where the action of The Duke takes place.

**Rules Booklet**
- The Rules Booklet is what you’re reading right now.

**Bags**
- The two bags hold each player’s Troop Tiles during game play (and can be used to store the tiles between games).

**Terrain Tiles**
- These tiles modify game play on the board and how the Troop Tiles interact:
  - Mountain
  - Dragon
  - 2 Flags

**Troop Tiles (2 Sets)**
- There are two sets of the following identical tiles, in light and dark wood:
  - Duke
  - Knight
  - Seer
  - Champion
  - Dragoon
  - 3 Footmen
  - Wizard
  - General
  - Marshall
  - Assassin
  - 3 Pikemen
  - Ranger
  - Priest
  - Bowman
  - Longbowman

**Enhanced Tiles (2 Sets)**
- These tiles include additional rules beyond those found in the standard set-up (see p. 7)
  - Duchess
  - Oracle

**Customization Tiles (2 Sets)**
- These tiles, along with the sticker sheets, allow players to create their own, unique, custom tiles (see p. 17)

**Reference Cards**
- Cards for easily referencing rules during game play.
First, place the gameboard on a smooth surface in the center of the playing area.

Next, each player selects one bag of Troop Tiles. Both players set aside the Duke Tile and two Footman Tiles of their color, and place all of their remaining Troop Tiles into their bags.

Determine which player will set up first. That player chooses a side of the gameboard and places his Duke Tile in one of the two center squares in his edge row (or home edge). He then places his two Footman Tiles in any two squares that share a side with the Duke; sharing only a corner is not allowed.

The second player then places his Duke Tile in one of the two center squares on the edge row opposite the first player (his home edge), and places his two Footman Tiles in any two squares that share a side with the Duke. Once again, their long sides must match. The second player does not have to place his Duke Tile exactly opposite his opponent’s Duke Tile.

**Enhanced Abilities:** The Duchess and Oracle Tiles have “Enhanced Abilities.” Players should read that section (see p. 7) to determine if they want to use these tiles or not in a given game.

**Orientation:** Each Troop Tile must be placed on the gameboard with its name oriented directly toward the player who controls the tile. Regardless of where a tile moves or where on the board new tiles are placed, they must always be oriented toward the controlling player, and remain so throughout the game.

**Starting Side:** Each Troop Tile has a starting icon on its “starting” side, with another icon on the reverse, or “non-starting” side. All tiles placed on the board for the first time, whether at the start of the game or added during the game, must be placed with the starting icon visible.
The player who placed his Duke and Footman Tiles first during set-up begins the game. Play alternates back and forth between players until one player achieves victory.

Each turn, a player must do one (and only one) of the following:

- **Move a Troop Tile**: Move a Troop Tile on the gameboard using any legal move as shown by its movement profile, flipping it over to its reverse side once the move is done.
- **Place a New Troop Tile**: Pull a random Troop Tile from the player’s bag and place it on the gameboard in an unoccupied square sharing a side with the square occupied by the player’s Duke.
- **Use an Enhanced Ability (optional)**: Use a single enhanced ability from a single tile. This only applies if players are using any Enhanced Tiles (see p. 7).

A player can never pass; he either moves a Troop Tile, places a new one, or uses an Enhanced Ability every turn.

See the following pages for a full description of these options.

**MOVE A TROOP TILE**

During each player’s turn, he may choose to move any single Troop Tile he controls on the gameboard, flipping it over to its reverse side once the move is completed. Each tile has a movement grid (or profile); the space in the center of the grid shows the Troop Tile’s current square as it corresponds to the gameboard, and the other movement icons show the squares that this Troop Tile may interact with on the gameboard. The icon(s) in a given square in the movement grid determines how the Troop Tile interacts with that location during a move.

**Movement Icons**

The following rules define what the various movement icons on each Troop Tile’s movement grid allow. A player may only choose a single target square in a turn to interact with, and only a single icon, regardless of how many squares the tile may potentially interact with, or the number of different icons on the movement grid.

**Note**: Not all of the Movement icons found below are used by tiles found in this box set, but encompass the abilities found in some future expansions as well. They are provided here so even after obtaining future expansions you can reference all such rules in a single location. (This also provides player’s the chance to add these additional Movement icons to different tiles to change-up their individual game play; especially new tiles they build using the customize sticker sheets!)

In the above movement example, the Seer has many movement options. It can move one square diagonally in three directions, or jump two squares forward, left or right. However, it cannot jump off the board or move into the square occupied by its own Duke Tile. Meanwhile the Dragoon has several movement options as well. It could use the Move icons to enter either square directly above it, or its Jump icons to move up and to the right, or up and to the left behind the Assassin. It could also use its Slide icons to either move down to the left one square, or down and to the right one square; but could not enter the Seer square. Finally, the Assassin has only one movement option currently, as two of the options lead off the board (remember it jumps past the first square before it starts the slide, so the move behind it would immediately place it off the board). Because of its Jump Slide icon, it could skip past the Dragoon and either capture the Seer, or stop in the square in between the Seer and the Dragoon, putting the Duke in Guard (though the Seer would capture it next turn if it hasn’t moved yet).
Move: This icon allows a Troop Tile to move to the indicated square if there is a clear and straight path to it from the starting square (the square the tile occupies on the gameboard). If there is a friendly or enemy Troop Tile in between the starting and target squares, then the move cannot be made. Likewise, the move cannot be made if there is a friendly Troop Tile in the target square. If there is an enemy in the target square, however, the move can be made and the player captures the enemy tile (see Capturing Tiles, on next page).

Jump: This icon allows a Troop Tile to move to the square shown, jumping over any Troop Tile (friend or enemy) along a shortest path from the starting square to the target square. If there is a friendly Troop Tile in the target square, the move cannot be made. If there is an enemy in the target square, the move can be made and the enemy tile is captured (see Capturing Tiles, on next page). Nothing happens to the Troop Tiles that were jumped over.

Slide: This icon allows a Troop Tile to move any number of squares in the direction shown, as long as it has a clear path. The Troop Tile may not jump over any pieces. If it ends its turn in an opponent’s square, the controlling player captures that piece (see Capturing Tiles, on next page); it cannot end its movement in a square occupied by a friendly tile.

Jump Slide: This icon follows the exact rules for Slide, with the following addition: this icon allows a Troop Tile to move in the direction of the Jump Slide icon and completely ignore any tile that might be adjacent, along the direction indicated. (This will not allow a tile to Jump Slide past the Mountain Tile.)

Strike: This icon allows a Troop Tile to capture from afar. Remove an enemy Troop Tile in one of the squares indicated by this icon (see Capturing Tiles, at right), but leave the Troop Tile in its original location; using this icon does not move the Troop Tile, but the Tile still flips. This icon has no effect on a friendly tile.

Command: A Troop Tile with these symbols can move other Troop Tiles around it. Instead of moving this Troop Tile, the player moves one of the Troop Tiles he controls from any square indicated by one of these symbols to any other square indicated by one of these symbols; though this tile does not move, it still flips, as always. If the Troop Tile that was moved ends its turn in a square occupied by an enemy tile, capture that tile (see Capturing Tiles, at right); a tile cannot end its move in a square occupied by a friendly tile.

The Mountain Tile (see p. 8) does not block Command movement in any way (a tile still cannot end its movement in a Mountain Tile). No other tiles block a Command move in any way; the moving tile simply can move from any square with the Command icon to any other square with the Command icon.

Dread: After any movement or placement of a new tile is complete, any tile (friendly or enemy) in a square covered by a Dread icon is frozen in place. The tile cannot be moved, captured, shifted by the Command ability, or use any ability, until the Dread icon is removed (i.e. at the start of the controlling player’s turn, the Dread icon is no longer covering the previously frozen tile). The Fort (and Camelot) Tile protects against the Dread icon; a tile in the Fort (and Camelot) cannot be frozen in place, while a tile with a Dread icon inside the Fort (and Camelot) cannot freeze any tile in place outside. Additionally, any tile acting as the Duke, as well as any tile with a Dread icon, is immune to the Dread icon.
Defense: A tile cannot capture a target tile if its straight move towards or into the target square would pass through a square with a Defense icon as indicated on the target tile; even if the tile starts the turn adjacent to the target tile, if the square it starts on indicates a Defense icon on that tile, the target cannot be captured.

If a move into a target square using a Jump icon can be achieved with a straight line move, then in the instance of a Defense icon on the target tile potentially blocking that move, that straight line must be used and hence is blocked; i.e., you cannot take a non-straight line to the target. However, if there is no straight line move to the target square, then the player can use which ever path can move around the Defense icon.

The Strike icon follows the same rules as the Jump icon; i.e., if there is a straight line attack to the target hex, that move can be chosen and so if a Defense icon is along that path, it blocks the Strike icon. But if there is a non-straight path to the target, than the Strike icon can be used to capture the target.

Note that Command can always move a tile and capture the target tile, regardless of Defense icons.

In the diagram at right two players are using the Robin Hood Expansion Pack. It’s the Prince John player’s turn and he’s trying to determine what his move should be.

Currently he has no ability to capture Little John. Since the Priest starts in the Defense icon square indicated by the Little John Tile and the Jump icon on the Priest to capture Little John is a straight line running from the Defense icon-indicated square to Little John, the Seer can’t capture Little John.

Likewise, the Assassin’s Jump Slide icon will not allow it to leap over the Defense icon-indicated square in an attempt to capture Little John.

The Prince John player then turns his attention to Friar Tuck and he’s got several options to consider. The first is Sir Guy. Since there is not a straight line from the square occupied by Sir Guy to Friar Tuck for the Jump icon on Sir Guy that will allow him to move to Friar Tuck’s square, the “straight line” rule does not apply. However, while this leaves two potential paths to the target square, since both the “Green Path” and “Blue Path” Jump moves pass through a Defense icon-indicated square, Sir Guy cannot capture Friar Truck.

Second, there’s the Ranger. While it has the same “non-straight line” set-up as Sir Guy, leaving two paths to the target, in this instance only the “Purple Path” Jump move passes through a Defense-indicated square, while the “Red Path” Jump move doesn’t involve a Defense icon so the Ranger could capture Friar Truck.

However, there’s a better move. Since the Command icon ignores the Defense icon, the player could use the Command icon ability on Prince John (flipping the tile, as usual), to move the General into capture Friar Tuck, which will simultaneously put Little John into danger of being captured next turn.

Flip the Tile: In all instances above, at the end of a player’s turn (after a movement icon has been used), the Troop Tile that used an icon is flipped to the other side. If the Troop Tile moved to a new square, it is turned to the new side after reaching the new square. If Strike or Command icons are used, the player still flips the Troop Tile, even though the tile didn’t move. When using the Command icon, the Troop Tile that is moved does not flip; only the Troop Tile that initiated the move is flipped (that is, the tile that used the Command icon).

Capturing Tiles: Any time a Troop Tile ends its move in a square occupied by an opponent’s Troop Tile, remove the opposing piece from the gameboard (simply place it next to the board). Whenever a player moves a tile that will allow him to capture his opponent’s Duke on his following turn, he must say “Guard.”
Putting the Duke Tile in Danger: A player cannot move a Troop Tile if it would allow the opponent to capture his Duke Tile (or any tile acting as the Duke) in the next turn.

Looking at Opposite Sides of a Tile: A player can always pick up and review the reverse side of any Troop Tile he controls; he does not have to show his opponent that side when doing so. Unless both players agree at the start of a game, a player should never pick up and review an opponent’s Troop Tiles.

Hint: The opposite side of a Troop Tile’s movement grid can often be very different from the front. A player may move thinking he’s safe from a tile, only to have his opponent move the tile and flip it, putting his own tiles in danger. Part of the strategy and thrill of The Duke is trying to remember all the capabilities of the opponent’s Troop Tiles, while maneuvering your own toward victory. However, for those players wishing for more ease of play, pp. 15-16 of this rules booklet shows all of the Troop Tiles for reference during game play.

PLACE A NEW TROOP TILE

During each player’s turn, instead of moving a Troop Tile he controls, he may place a new Troop Tile on the gameboard.

Draw a random Troop Tile from the appropriate bag and place it starting side up (marked with a starting icon) in any empty square that shares a side with your Duke (sharing only a corner is not allowed); remember to place it with the correct orientation (see Orientation, p. 2). If the controlling player’s Duke is surrounded (either by the controlling player’s or the opponent’s Troop Tiles, or the edge of the gameboard), a new Troop Tile may not be placed; a player must instead move a tile already on the gameboard (see p. 3).

Once a tile is removed from the bag, it must be placed on the board, even if it is automatically in danger of being captured next turn.

If a player’s bag runs out of Troop Tiles, that player can no longer place new tiles during this game; the player must move a tile every turn.

Stuck Tiles: Tiles can be “stuck” in a position, either moved or placed there, where they can’t move for the rest of the game.

Hint: Because Troop Tiles may become stuck, players should take careful note of where they are moving a tile and especially where their Duke is when they are drawing a new tile.

WINNING THE GAME

The game is won as soon as a player captures the opponent’s Duke Tile.
The following rules provide expanded game play options for additional enjoyment of The Duke. As any of the expanded game play options can add more complexity, which often means a longer game, both players should agree to using any such rules before game play begins.

ENHANCED ABILITIES

Any tile with a double border around its movement grid has an enhanced ability and so is considered an “enhanced tile”; i.e. if there are rules beyond the standard Movement Icons found on a tile that apply to that tile, it is considered enhanced. This allows players to easily sort enhanced tiles from non-enhanced tiles.

The bottom, right-hand corner of an enhanced tile displays a Roman numeral matching one (or more) of these powers. This provides a quick and simple identifier of a tile’s enhanced ability(s).

In addition to the standard rules, the following enhanced abilities’ rules apply to enhanced tiles, as specifically noted.

Note: As with the Movement icons, not all of the enhanced abilities are used by tiles found in this box set, but encompass the abilities found in future expansions as well. They are provided here so even after obtaining future expansions you can reference all such rules in a single location. (This also provides player’s the chance to add these additional abilities to different tiles to change-up their individual game play; especially new tiles they build using the customize sticker sheets!)

Summon

If a tile with Summon is in play, in place of moving a tile or drawing from the bag, the player may “Summon the tile.” The player flips the Duke Tile (or any tile acting as the Duke) over (it remains in its current square), and he may move the tile from where ever it is located on the board and place it fully adjacent to the Duke; the called tile remains with its current side up. This move is NOT a Command move and so cannot be used to capture a tile; there must be an open, fully adjacent square for the summoned tile to occupy after being called.

Divination

If a tile with the Divination ability is in play and has its non-starting side up, the player may choose to “move” the tile by flipping it from the bag, or the player may decide to “destroy” one or both tiles by simply placing them beside the game board as though they were captured; the chosen tile is placed normally.

Escape

In place of moving a tile or drawing from the bag, the controlling player of a tile with the Escape ability may sacrifice any of his tiles fully adjacent to the tile (simply remove it and place it on the side of the board), to initiate the “Escape” ability. Then move the tile with the Escape ability back to one of the two starting squares where the Duke may set-up before play begins; the tile automatically reverts to its starting side. If one of the squares is occupied by an opponent’s tile, the escaping tile may automatically capture that tile; if both tiles are occupied by a friendly tile, the escaping tile sacrifices a tile of the player’s choosing (i.e. it’s captured and removed from the game).

In the diagram on the following page, two players are using the Musketeer Expansion and the Richlieu player finds himself in trouble. It’s his turn and the Richlieu Tile, acting as the Duke, is under Guard from the Dragoon, so it must move or the player looses the game. The controlling player can’t use Richlieu’s Jump icons as that would move the tile off the board, nor can he use its Command ability as there’s no tiles to manipulate in those squares. He also can’t use the front Move icon as it would mean its capture by Porthos; can’t use the right Move icon as a friendly Footman is there; can’t use the left Move icon as that would leave the tile to still be captured next turn by the Dragoon. Finally, the controlling player can’t pull a tile and place it in an attempt to block a move as the Dragoon’s Jump icon will move past any such tiles.
Normally this would mean the end of the game with the capture of Richlieu which is acting as the Duke. However, the Richlieu tile has the Escape ability. Even though Richlieu is actually in one of the two Starting squares for a Duke, the controlling player can still sacrifice the Footman tile, placing it on the side of the board as though it’s been captured and Richlieu takes the place of the Footman tile. Since Richlieu is already on its starting side, the controlling player does not need to flip the tile.

While Richlieu lives another turn, he’s still in a world of hurt with the Musketeers almost ready to vanquish that player.

Ransom

In place of moving a tile or drawing from the bag, a player that has captured a tile with the Ransom ability on it may activate that ability. There are two instances when this ability can be used (a player can only ever use one ability at a time):

- In place of sacrificing a tile during an Escape (see above), the player ransoms back a previously captured tile with the Ransom ability to the opponent.
- The player may trade a captured tile with the Ransom ability for any previously captured tile by the opponent with the Escape ability. Any retrieved tile in this fashion is placed in a starting square as though it just used the Escape ability (see p. 7).

In both instances of ransoming the tile back, the opponent receiving the tile with the Ransom ability places it back in his bag.

TERRAIN TILES

The following tiles modify the gameboard. Unless specifically stated otherwise, no two Terrain Tiles can occupy the same square.

Capturing Tiles: Any tile(s) captured by a Terrain Tile are not considered to have been “captured by an opponent.”

Note: As with the Movement icons and Enhanced abilities, not all of the Terrain tiles outlined below are found in this box set. Instead, as before, the rules are provided here so even after obtaining future expansions you can reference all such rules in a single location.

Mountain Tile

Before play begins, randomly determine the placement of the Mountain Tile into any open square after set-up is complete (see p. 2).

The following rules apply to the Mountain:

- The square that is occupied by a Mountain Tile cannot be moved into with the Move, Slide or Jump Slide icons, or jumped over with the Jump or Jump Slide icons. Just like the Defense icon (see p. 5), if there is a “straight jump path” from the moving tile to the target square and the Mountain Tile is anywhere along that path, the jump cannot be made. However, if there is no straight line move to the target square, then the player can use which ever path can move around the Mountain Tile.

- New Troop Tiles drawn from the bag cannot be placed in this square.

- The Strike icon cannot be used if a straight line between the target square and the center of the square occupied by the Troop Tile crosses any part of a square occupied by the Mountain Tile. If that line directly cuts through a square “kitty corner” to the Mountain Tile, then the icon can still be used.

- The Command icon cannot be used to move a Troop Tile into a square occupied by a Mountain Tile.

In the diagram on the following page, both the Bowman and Pikeman Tiles are showing their non-starting sides.
For the Pikeman, a straight line drawn from the center square occupied by it to either of the squares it could normally target with its Strike icon passes through the square occupied by the Mountain Tile, so it can’t use that icon in either square this turn; this means the Knight and Footman Tiles occupying those squares are safe for now.

However, if a player trades out the Pikeman for the Bowman in this situation, things change. A line drawn from the center of the Bowman’s square to the center of the target square on either side of the square occupied by the Mountain Tile passes through the “kitty corners.” As such, the controlling player can still use the Strike icon in either square to eliminate the Marshall or the Priest; obviously the player cannot use the Strike icon in the third, front square. Since an opponent would be able to eliminate the Bowman next turn by using the Priest’s Move icon, using the Bowman this turn to remove that threat by capturing the Priest is likely the best move.

Fort Tile

Before play begins, randomly determine the placement of the Fort Tile into any open square after set-up is complete (see p. 2). The following rules apply to the Fort Tile:

- **The square that is occupied by a Fort Tile** can be moved into with the Move, Slide or Jump Slide icons; simply place the Troop Tile on top of the Fort Tile. If an enemy tile already occupies the square, capture it.

- **Only a single Troop Tile** can be in the square occupied by a Fort Tile at the end of a turn; if a friendly Troop Tile is already there, then the move cannot be made.

- **A Fort Tile** can be jumped over with the Jump or Jump Slide icons (as noted, though, you cannot enter the Fort square with these icons).

- **New Troop Tiles** drawn from a bag cannot be placed in this square.

- **The Strike icon** cannot be used to capture a Troop Tile in the same square as a Fort Tile. However, a tile inside the Fort Tile can use its Strike icon against any tiles outside the Fort Tile.

- **The Strike icon** cannot be used if a straight line between the target square and the center of the square occupied by the Troop Tile crosses any part of a square occupied by the Fort Tile; if that line directly cuts through a square “kitty corner” to the Troop Tile, the icon can be used (just like the Mountain Tile; see p. 8).

- **The Command icon** can be used to move a Troop Tile into (or out of) a square occupied by the Fort Tile (which means a Tile can be captured in the Fort using the Command icon).

Dragon Tile

After both players have set-up (including placing any other tiles such as Flags, Mountains or the Fort), randomly place the Dragon in one of the middle four squares of the gameboard, with its orientation facing either to
the right or to the left; i.e. the orientation of the tile should not match either player. The final set-up cannot allow a player to lose a tile to the Dragon before his first turn even starts; if such would occur, randomly adjust the set-up until that situation cannot occur.

In between each player's turn the dragon may act of its own accord; i.e. after one player has fully finished his turn and before the other player starts. During each in between turn, if there is a tile that may be captured by the Dragon, the Dragon automatically moves to capture the tile; if there is more than one tile it may capture, randomly determine which tile it captures. The Dragon tile does not flip over to its non-starting side after its move and it keeps its same orientation (i.e. to the right or left). If a move places the Dragon at the edge of the game board, during the next in between turn, the Dragon will re-orient to the opposite direction only; it will not move to capture a new tile on the turn it re-orient, even if it could.

On each player's turn, if the player can capture the Dragon tile using either the Slide or Jump Slide icon (and ONLY those two icons), the player can choose to take their entire turn to enrage the Dragon. To do so, the player moves an appropriate tile with either the Slide or Jump Slide icon into the square the Dragon occupies, pushing it one square in the direction of the move. Once the Dragon is in the new square, it flips over to its "enraged" side, and the player that enraged it may choose either to re-orient the Dragon towards either his opponent or himself. If there is a non-Terrain Tile in the square where the Dragon is pushed, that tile is immediately captured and the Dragon does not enrage; in this instance, the player should randomly re-orient the Dragon either right or left, however. Once the player has moved the tile and chosen where to point the enraged Dragon, he has no further control over the tile.

The enraging and re-orienting of the Dragon tile takes the Dragon's next in between turn action, and so play proceeds directly from the player that enraged the Dragon to his opponent.

During the next in between turn after the Dragon was enraged, the Dragon will capture up to two tiles at once using only its Strike icons. If there are more than two tiles, randomly determine which tiles are captured. If there are no tiles it can use its Strike icons against, then randomly determine where it moves using its Move icons; if there is a tile in the square where it moves, capture that tile. After it has moved into its new square, rotate the Dragon 90 degrees in the direction of the move; i.e. if it moves to the left, rotate the Dragon 90 degrees to the left, if it moves to the right, rotate the Dragon 90 degrees to the right. After the Dragon has finished moving and rotating, if it did not capture a tile through its Move icon, check again to determine if any tile(s) are captured using the Dragon's Strike icons. If it does not capture any tile(s), its in between turn is done.

Once the Dragon is enraged, it cannot be re-enraged again (i.e. using the Jump or Jump Slide icons) until it flips back over to its reverse side. The Dragon only un-enrages once it has captured at least one tile (whether using its Strike or Move icons). When it captures a tile(s), immediately flip the Dragon back to its starting side and randomly re-orient it either right or left. In the in between turn when it un-enranges, even if the Dragon could, it will not move to try and capture a tile.

**Mountain and Fort (Camelot) Tiles:**

The Dragon will move into the Fort (or Camelot) Tile, using its Move icons, while on its Starting side, to capture a tile. The Dragon can move into both the Fort (Camelot) and Mountain Tiles when being pushed by a move that will enrage it. Additionally, while moving randomly on its enraged side, the Dragon can enter both the Fort (Camelot) and the Mountain Tiles.

The Mountain and Fort Tiles block the Dragon's Strike icons per the standard rules (see pp. 8-9); this includes the Strike icon not working against a tile within the Fort. However, if the Dragon is enraged and in the Fort square, it can use its Strike icons outside of the Fort (or Camelot) per the standard rules (see p. 9).

**Dread:**

In some Alternate Objectives games, described starting at right, the players place Flag Tiles on the gameboard before play starts.

Flag Tiles can be picked up and carried by Troop Tiles that end their move in a square occupied by a Flag Tile; simply place the Troop Tile on top of the Flag Tile.

On a player's turn, instead of making a normal move as indicated by the movement icons on the Troop Tile's movement grid, the Flag may be moved to another Troop Tile controlled by the player if that Troop Tile occupies a square that shares a side with the current Flag Tile holder; simply move the flag tile from underneath the first tile to underneath the new tile. If there are no other squares occupied by Troop Tiles the player controls that share a side with the current Flag Tile holder, the Flag Tile cannot be moved.

**Flag Tiles**

In some Alternate Objectives games, described starting at right, the players place Flag Tiles on the gameboard before play starts.
As with any military campaign, the objectives of a given battle can change based on circumstances. These rules provide a variety of options for mixing up the style of any *The Duke* game; players may find that these ideas spawn additional variants they'd like to create themselves.

Unless stated otherwise below, all the standard rules of game play apply.

**Dread:** The Dread icon (see p. 4) can have a drastic effect on any of the Alternate Objectives. As such, players should carefully consider whether to allow any tiles with a Dread icon into any of these games.

**Counting Coup**

When honor is at stake, shaming your opponent with minimal bloodshed can raise your glory high.

The following additional rules apply:

- **Each player places a Flag Tile,** after set-up, in any open square along any edge of the gameboard. The player who finished set-up last (see p. 2) places his Flag Tile first, followed by his opponent.

- **Use the rules for carrying and moving the Flag,** at left, when playing for this objective.

- **A player cannot** enter the square occupied by an opponent's Flag Tile.

- **Score 1 point** for ending a move in a square sharing a side with the square occupied by the opponent's Flag Tile (simply write the score down on a piece of paper, or track it in some other fashion); “kitty-corners” do not count. After the point is scored, the owner of the Flag may immediately move that tile to any square sharing a side with one of the Troop Tiles he controls, and then takes his standard turn. If there is no open square that fits the criteria, the Flag Tile cannot be moved.

- **No points are scored** for Troop Tiles that begin a turn in a square that shares a side with the opponent's Flag Tile square (even if a Troop Tile uses the Strike or Command icon and flips at the end of its move).

- **Placing a new Troop Tile** on the board in a square that shares a side with the Flag Tile square does score a point.

- **If a player's Duke is captured,** that player cannot place any new Troop Tiles on the gameboard; players do not win by capturing the Duke, however.

- **If a player has all of his pieces captured,** he automatically loses (the opponent wins).

- **A player wins** immediately upon scoring 3 points.

**Trophy Hunters**

A Duke may be powerful, but he's not always the endgame in the Machiavellian power plays within the king's lands.

The following additional rules apply:

- **Each player places a Flag Tile,** after set-up, in any open square on the opponent's home edge. The player who finished set-up last (see p. 2) places his Flag Tile first, followed by his opponent.

- **A player cannot pick up** or move his own Flag Tile; that is, he cannot end his turn with one of his Troop Tiles occupying the square of his Flag Tile.

- **Using the rules under Flag Tiles** (see p. 10), each player may choose to move his opponent's Flag Tile on his own turn.

- **If a player's Duke is captured,** that player cannot place any new Troop Tiles on the gameboard; players do not win by capturing the Duke, however.

- **If a player has all of his pieces captured,** he automatically loses (the opponent wins).

- **A player wins** immediately by moving his opponent's Flag Tile to any square along his own edge of the gameboard.
Trophy Hunters Example

1. Diagram of Trophy Hunters Example
2. Diagram of Trophy Hunters Example
3. Diagram of Trophy Hunters Example
4. Diagram of Trophy Hunters Example
5. Diagram of Trophy Hunters Example
6. Diagram of Trophy Hunters Example
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In the first diagram on the previous page, Joshua, playing the light-colored tiles, is in a good position. His opponent, Frank, has had a string of bad luck, leaving his Flag exposed. Joshua is going to capitalize on that and try and move it to his gameboard edge.

It’s his turn, so in the second diagram on the previous page, the first thing Joshua does is move his Footman Tile into the square occupied by the Flag Tile.

Frank, to stop Joshua from moving his Knight next to the Footman, wants to eliminate the Knight Tile. He could use his Pikeman, but that would put it in danger of capture by Joshua’s Footman next turn. Instead, in the third diagram, he uses the Strike icon of the Bowman (flipping the tile even though it didn’t move) and captures Joshua’s Knight Tile.

However, Joshua’s got a backup strategy. In the fourth diagram he moves the Wizard adjacent to the Footman.

Frank’s not in a position to use a Strike icon against the Footman, nor can he move into the square to capture the Footman while the Flag is there, so in the fifth diagram Frank sets up for the next best option and moves his Pikeman.

Rather than moving any pieces (or placing a new piece), in the sixth diagram Joshua moves the Flag Tile from underneath the Footman Tile to underneath the Wizard Tile.

That’s what Frank was hoping for. In the final diagram, he uses the Strike icon from the Pikeman to capture the Wizard (he flips the Pikeman Tile, as normal), leaving his Flag Tile by itself in a square.

Joshua’s still got the advantage, but he’s several turns from being able to move Frank’s Flag Tile the one last square needed to hit his home edge and win the game.

Dark Rider

Sending a lone rider to harass an enemy’s flank can be devastating to enemy morale, while showcasing the superiority of your own troops.

This is the most challenging of all the alternate objective scenarios. It’s exceedingly difficult for the Knight to pull out a win. To lesson the difficulty of the scenario, players can either play with only 3 Pikeman, or you can switch out the Knight for the Ranger. Or, despite a string of losses, you might just keep trying the scenario as is, knowing your awesome bragging rights once you pull off a win with the Knight!

The following additional rules apply:

- **One player selects 4 Pikeman** (he’ll need to use Pikeman Tiles from both bags), and places them in any squares of his edge of the gameboard. How the player chooses which squares to place the Pikemen in is completely up to him.

- **Once the first player** has placed all his Pikemen, the opponent places a single Knight Tile in any square along his edge of the gameboard and then takes the first turn to start the game.

- **The Pikeman player** immediately wins by capturing the Knight, or by moving three of his Pikeman Tiles into squares on his opponent’s edge of the gameboard (if the Knight player captures at least two Pikemen, the Pikeman player cannot win in this second fashion).
• Once a Pikeman Tile reaches the opponent’s edge, it is frozen and cannot be moved or captured for the rest of the game.
• The Knight player immediately wins by capturing three or more Pikeman Tiles.

Dynastic Dispute

When a clear line of succession is in dispute, the court can be torn asunder with blood fighting blood, but snatching victory under such conditions is the mark of a true noble!

The following additional rules apply:

• Before the game begins, players set aside their Duke and three Footman Tiles, then place all the rest of their tiles in front of them and then randomly determine who will select first.

• The first player selects a single Troop Tile(s) type and places it in his bag. The second player takes all his Troop Tile(s) of that type and places them back in the box; they won’t be used this game.

• The second player then selects a single Troop Tile(s) type of those remaining in front of him and places it in his bag. The first player then takes all of his Troop Tile(s) of that type and places them back in the box; they won’t be used this game.

• This alternates back and forth until all Troop Tiles are either in bags or in the box.

• Each player takes one of his Footman Tiles and places it in his bag.

• The player who picked first, as described above, sets up first; proceed with standard set-up (see p. 2).

• The player who picked second takes the first turn.

• All other standard rules apply during game play.

Dawson and Kristian are about to play the Dynastic Dispute variant. They’ve set aside their Duke and Footman Tiles, have decided not to play with the enhanced tiles Duchess and Oracle, and have all the rest of their Troop Tiles in front of them; they randomly determine that Kristian will choose first.

While it’s not the best piece, Kristian likes having the extra three tiles and chooses the Pikeman; Dawson takes his three Pikeman Tiles and places them in the box.

Dawson then has the chance to pick one of the more powerful tiles and chooses the Wizard; Kristian remembers to place his Wizard in the box.

Kristian then grabs the Champion; Dawson places his in the box.

Dawson snags the Bowman; Kristian puts his in the box.

Kristian then selects the Seer; Dawson’s goes in the box.

Dawson snatchers up the Priest; Kristian drops his in the box.

Kristian grabs the Knight; Dawson tosses his in the box.

Dawson then selects the General; Kristian puts his in the box.

Kristian then pulls the Marshall; Dawson places his in the box.

Dawson nabs the Longowman; Kristian tosses his in the box.

Kristian pulls the Assassin; Dawson puts his in the box.

Dawson selects the Dragoon; Kristian places his in the box.

Finally, Kristian takes the last tile, the Ranger, and Dawson drops his in the box. They each take one of their Footman Tiles and place it in their bag. Then Kristian sets up his Duke and two Footman Tiles first, followed by Dawson, who then starts the game by taking the first turn.
TERRAIN TILES

- Mountain
- Dragon
- Dragon
- Flag

TROOP TILES

- Duke
- Duke
- Assassin
- Assassin
- Bowman
- Bowman
- Champion
- Champion
- Dragoon
- Dragoon
- Footman
- Footman

See p. 8
ENHANCED TILES

See p. 7
Customization Tiles allow players to create their own, unique tiles. Using the blank tiles and the sticker sheets, each player can design and field a tile of their very own.

There is no right or wrong way to design a tile, nor are there “rules.” Players will quickly find, especially moving beyond the base game into the Expansion Packs, that there’s a wide variety of designs covering all sorts of game play styles.

While a player can go utterly wild and design any type of tile, doing so could prove a little unbalancing. Players instead should use the regular tiles as a guide, as each tends to fill a specific role and almost always has strengths and weaknesses. This allows for the great synergy of multiple tiles overlapping their abilities in both offensive and defensive ways during the game. Using that template when designing a new, unique tile will better ensure that said tile offers great new and fun tactics of play, while not being so over powering that when it enters the game it turns into a win for that side every time.

Players may find they need to adjust their design after play; that’s why we included two sheets (i.e. the stickers are not designed for repeat use, so pealing off a sticker may render it unusable).

Players may also decide they want to use these stickers to modify extent tiles. While ultimately each player group can decide what they’ll allow, such modifications should be undertaken with extreme care as it can be easy to upset the balance of a tile.

Experiment, learn, and most of all, create a piece that’s fun to play!

**Note:** There’s a chance that a player, when dipping their hand into a bag, will be able to tell a customized tile from a standard tile. Players will need to determine if that’s the case for their group and come up with different options for how to handle that situation. For example, if a group is substituting their customized tile for an extent tile, then simply leave the extent tile in the bag and when it’s pulled, replace it. If players are adding to the game, they could perhaps use the Mountain or a Flag Tile as the stand-in and once it’s pulled, replace it. And so on.
PATRONS OF THE ARTS


FORTIFIED THE DUKE’S ARMIES

ENGINEERS OF THE REALM


WORDS OF WISDOM FOR THE DUKE

HIGH COUNCIL

THANKS!

COMING SOON!

THE DUKE™

EXPAND YOUR DUKE’S ARMIES WITH FIVE NEW EXPANSIONS!

Arthurian Legends
Eight new tiles from the legend of King Arthur!

Robert E. Howard
Four tiles from the stories by Robert E. Howard!

The Musketeers
Seven tiles from the adventures of the Three Musketeers!

Robin Hood
Field seven new tiles from the adventures of Robin Hood!

CUSTOMIZATION EXPANSION PACK
Design your own Troop Tiles with the Customization Expansion Pack!
In *Hex-A-Gon*, players jump hexagonal pieces over each other to seize them from the gameboard. During each turn, a player selects any “knight” on the gameboard and jumps them over other knights into open hexes. Any number of jumps into open hexes can be made in a turn, seizing a string of knights that count toward victory at the end of the game. However, be careful, as every move can open an avenue for your opponents to do the same!

In *Balance of Power*, players carefully create and move Kings, Generals and Bankers as they capture territories and expand their empires. A player’s skill and strategy are all that stand between him and ultimate victory!
Congratulations! As the new franchise owner of a Henchmen Unlimited Agency, you provide the needed help for many of the world's most discriminating major villains as they implement their evil plans. Survivors often claim that the experience is quite rewarding!

**BUT BEWARE THOSE DOOMSDAY PLANS...**
EACH TURN

- Move a Troop Tile: Move a Troop Tile on the gameboard using any legal move as shown by its movement profile, flipping it over to its reverse side once the move is done (see p. 3).

- Place a New Troop Tile: Pull a random Troop Tile from the player’s bag and place it on the gameboard in an unoccupied square sharing a side with the square occupied by the player’s Duke (see p. 6).

- Use an Enhanced Ability (optional): Use a single enhanced ability from a single tile. This only applies if players are using any Enhanced Tiles (see p. 7).

SYMBOLS

STARTING SIDE ICON

MOVE
SLIDE
JUMP SLIDE
DREAD

NON-STARTING SIDE ICON

JUMP
STRIKE
COMMAND
DEFENSE

CREDITS
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